God’s Function
Truth

By James McGuire

Can one calculate Lies as a function of time from constant lying using the formula:
"L (final) = L (initial) + a (average) t." Final lie = equals the initial lie (L) plus the average
acceleration of lies (a) multiplied by time (t). Acceleration of lies (a), [Lack of Law]
With a little algebra rearrangement one gets a kinematic equation for lying as a function of time:
“L (final) = L (initial) + a (average) * t.”
Simplified: L (final) = 2012; L (final) = L (initial, 1) + a (2011) * t for a fixed place in time.
The function of L (final) depends upon the accuracy of L (initial) + U (unknown lies).
Maybe our little formula should be better written as:
L (final) = (L (initial) + U (unknown lies)) + a * t.
Now to calculate truth: "Truth (final) = Truth (initial) + a (average) t." Truth (TR, final) = equals
the initial Truth (TR1) plus the average acceleration of Truth (a) multiplied by time (t).
Truth (initial) = infinity, therefore Truth (final) = infinity.
Note: one very important function was overlooked in both formulas, V (velocity of knowledge).
In the truth formula, V would not change the final results.
2011 years ago (V initial) = sandal power via donkey carriage, a message being carried by one
man to the many. Today, (V final) = (V initial) + (VM modern day nanosecond
communications).
This author would speculate that all of mans computers and brainpower would not match the
computing power of God.

One Formula that cannot be rearranged:

GOD = GOD
(G, owns on definition), (O, owns on definition), (D, owns on definition)
One is free to define as one wants!
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